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ABSTRACT 
Let F be a non-trivial complete non-Archimedean valued field. We study the strict topology /& 
on the space C&Y,E) of all bounded continuous functions from a topological space X to a non- 
Archimedean F-locally convex space E over F. We also show that the dual of the space 
(C&Y,E),Be) is a certain space of E/-valued measures and we give a characterization of the 
equicontinuous subsets of this dual space. 
INTRODUCTION 
The strict topology was introduced for the first time by Buck [3] in the space 
C,(X,E) of all bounded continuous functions from a locally compact space X 
to a locally convex space E. In recent years, several other authors have extended 
Buck’s results by generalizing the space X and taking E to be either the scalar 
field or a locally convex space or an arbitrary topological vector space. Some 
of the papers on the subject are the [4], [5], [lo]-[17], [21], [26]. In [24], Prolla 
defined the strict topology on C,(X,E) assuming that X is locally compact 
Hausdorff O-dimensional and E a non-Archimedean normed space over a 
locally compact non-Archimedean valued field. 
In this paper, we define the strict topology &, on the space C&Y, E) of all 
bounded continuous functions from a topological space X to a non- 
Archimedean F-locally convex space E over a complete non-Archimedean 
valued field F. In case X is locally compact Hausdorff O-dimensional, it is 
shown that our definition is equivalent to the Prolla’s definition of the strict 
topology. It is proved in section 2 that PO has almost all of the properties 
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which the strict topology has in case of a locally convex space E over the real 
numbers. It is also shown that when E has the approximation property, then 
Be has also the approximation property. In section 3, it is proved that the dual 
space of (C,(X,E),&) is a certain space of E’-valued measures on the algebra 
of all clopen subsets of X. We also give a characterization of the equi- 
continuous subsets of the dual space of (C,(X, E), /I,). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, X will denote a topological space, F a non-trivial 
complete non-Archimedean valued field and E a non-Archimedean F-locally 
convex space over F. Recall that a subset A of E is called absolutely convex if 
ax+j&eA for allx,yEA and all a,/3EFwith lal,I/31<1. For a subset Sof E, 
we will denote by Co(S) the absolutely convex hull of S. For S = {xi, x2, . . . ,x, > , 
we have 
A subset A of E will be called a compactoid (see [25]) if for every neighbor- 
hood I/ of zero there exists a finite subset S of E such that 
A c Co(S) + I/. 
We will say that E has the approximation property if for each compactoid A 
in E and each neighborhood I/of zero there exists a continuous linear operator 
T on E of finite rank such that T(x) -x E V for each xe A. 
Let CJX, E) denote the space of all bounded continuous E-valued functions 
on X and let C,,(X,E) the subspace of those f for which f(X) is relatively 
compact in E. We will say that an F-valued function g on Xvanishes at infinity 
if for each E>O there exists a compact subset K of X such that [g(x)1 <E for all 
x@K. We will let &(X, F) denote the space of all bounded F-valued functions 
on X which vanish at infinity, C,(X,F) the subspace of the continuous 
members of Bc(X, F) and C&X, F) the subspace of those continuous functions 
which vanish outside some compact set. For a subset A of X, we will denote 
by XA the F-characteristic function of A. Also, if f is a function from X to E 
and p a seminorm on E, we will define VIIA,, and VII, by 
IifIIA,, = sup {Pcf(X)) =A), ii& = I!&,- 
For an F-valued function g on X, we define 
lkilA=sup {k(X>l :x~Al, lkll = ilgllx. 
Let F denote an upwards directed family of non-Archimedean continuous 
seminorms on E generating its topology. For p E F, we will denote by rUp the 
F-locally convex topology on C,(X,E) generated by the non-Archimedean 
seminorm f- [IfI,. Th e uniform topology t, is the locally F-convex topology 
generated by the family of non-Archimedean seminorms { 11. I& :p ET’}. The 
topology rc of compact convergence is generated by the family of non- 
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Archimedean seminorms { ]I . IIK,P :p E E K compact in X} . For a fixed p E r, 
rc,P is generated by the seminorms I]. IIKP, K compact in X. 
Let S(X) denote the family of all clopen subsets of X. We will denote by 
M(X,E’) (see [9]) the space of all finitely-additive &‘-valued measures m on 
S(X) for which the set m@(X)) is equicontinuous. For m EM(X, E’) there exists 
p E r such that mP(X) < 00 where, for A E S(X), 
m,(A)=sup {Im(B)sl:BCA,BES(X),p(s)jl}* 
Let now m EM(X, E’) and A E S(X), A f0. Consider the family QA of all 
a={A, ,,.., A,;x, ,..., xn} where A, ,..., A, is an S(X)-partition of A and 
xi E Ai. The set QA becomes directed by definiting al 2 a2 iff the partition of A 
in a, is a refinement of the partition in a2. For f an E-valued function on X 
and a= {A,, . . . . A,;xi, . . . . xn} in 52,, we define 
%ti m> = ii, m(4)f (Xi)* 
If the lim,.oA o&m) exists, then we will say that f is m-integrable over A 
and we will denote this limit by jA fdm. For A = 0, we define jA fdm = 0. We 
write simply j fdm for jx fdm. 
It is shown in [9] that every f in C,,(X, E) is m-integrable over any A in 
S(X). The function 
T,:C,,(X,EPC T,,,Cf)=jfdm, 
is linear and r,-continuous. Moreover, the mapping 
T: MC-X E’P (C,,(-X El, d’, T(m) = T,, 
is linear, one-to-one and onto. 
2. THE STRICT TOPOLOGY ON Cb(X,E) 
For p E r and p E&(X, E), the function p,(f) = 11 cpf lip is a non-Archimedean 
seminorm on C,(X, E). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let p E r, f E C,(X, E), E > 0 and ~1 E&(X, F). Then, there exist 
pairwise disjoint clopen sets G,, . . . . G, in X and sj E E such that 
PROOF. Let d> Ilf lip, I/9,// and choose a compact set K in X such that 19(x)/ < 
<E/d if x@ K. Since f(K) is compact, there are sl, . . . , s,, E E such that the sets 
Vj= {s:p(s-sj)<E/d), i= 1,2, . . . . n, are pairwise disjoint and cover f (K). The 
sets Gi=f-‘(Vj), i= 1, . . . . II, are clopen and cover K. Moreover if 
n 
fi = c XGiSi, i=l 
then p,cf- fi) s E. 
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LEMMA 2.2. a) Given qq, q2 E&(X,F) there exists q E&(X,F) such that 
lyl(x)l =ma {IPI(X)I, l02(x)l> for all x. 
b) The family {J+, :per, ~EEB~(X,F)) is upwards directed. 
PROOF. a) It suffices to take as a, the function 
~1(4 + v)2(x) if Idx)l* b2(-4 
q,(x) otherwise. 
b) It follows from (a) since r is also upwards directed. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The strict topology PO on C&Y,E) is the locally F-conver 
topology generated by the seminorms pP, PET, ~IE&,(X,F). 
By Lemma 2.2, we have the following 
LEMMA 2.4. The family of all subsets of C,(X,E) of the form (f:p,Cf) gd}, 
where p E r, d> 0 and v, E B&Y, F), is a base at zero for the strict topology. 
For a locally compact Hausdorff o-dimensional space X, Prolla defined in 
[24] the strict topology j? as the locally F-convex topology generated by the 
seminorms pa,, p E r, v, E Co(X, F). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If X is a o-dimensional locally compact Hausdorff space, 
then & = p. 
PROOF. Clearly p is coarser than /3c. To show that /3e is coarser than p, it 
suffices to prove that for each v, in B&Y, F) there exists V/E C&Y, F) with 
Iq,lsllyl. So let q,&,(X,F). We may assume that l/q/l<l. Let AEF, with 
O< IAl =Q < 1, and, for each positive integer n, let K,, be a compact subset of 
X such that [q(x)1 <Q” if x@ K,,. For each n there exists a compact clopen set 
W,, containing K,. Set V, = 0 and V,, = IJ i=, W, if n 2 1. Since 
n+m 
1 & AkXV,(x)jsmax (I~lk:k=n,...,n+m}=I~I” 
and /AI”+0 when n-+ca, the series C,“=, Iz”xV, converges uniformly and so it 
defines a bounded continuous function. Given, .s>O, choose n such that 
IAl”<&. If x6 V,, then 
Iv(x)l=l ,=j+, ~kXVk(X)Is14n+1<E. 
Thus I,U E C&Y, F). Moreover Iv/s IA- ‘v/I. In fact, if p(x) #O, then there exists 
n such that XE V,, xe V,-,. Since I IF=‘=, lZkl = IAl”, we have IV(X)/ = IAl” and 
hence Ip(x)I c IA-$(x)1. Thus jp/ s [A-‘I,Y~ and the result follows. 
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For each p E r, let pop denote the locally F-convex topology generated by the 
non-Archimedean seminorms ps, q E&(X,F). Clearly a subset W of C,(X,E) 
is a &-neighborhood of zero iff W is a &,-neighborhood for some p E K 
For a sequence (K,) of compact subsets of X a sequence (d,) of positive real 
numbers with d,,-+ 00 and a p E r, we denote by W,(K,,, d,) the set 
Every W= W,(K,,d,) is a &,-neighborhood of zero. 
To show this, we may assume that (K,) is increasing. Let c, =infkZn dk. 
Then O<cn-+03 and W,(K,,, c,JC W. It is easy to see that there exists a 
sequence (A,) in F with 0< I& SC,, I& ‘00 and I&/ 6 I&+ r /. Thus 
WP(Kn, IA,l)C W. Also we may assume that I&j < I&+ r I for each n. In fact, if 
l;ltl=l122/=...=I~nll<l~n,+ll=...=I~n,l<IIZn,+II=..., then taking Gi=Kni 
and pi= &, we have WP(Gi,pj) = W,(K,, I&I). For each XEX, the series 
CL, ,uu; ‘xGi(x) converges since F is complete and limi+, ,u~: ’ = 0 (see [20], 
p. 6). Let q = CL, p,r ‘xGi. Then v, is bounded since /&)I s Ipi 1-l. Moreover 
v, vanishes at infinity since for x@ G, we have I p(x)/ 5 /pm+ r I - ‘. It suffices 
now to show that 
I/= ifs C&C El : p,(f) s 11 c W,(G,, bib 
So, let feV and XEG~. If XEG~, then l&x)1 =I,~rl-’ and so pdf(x))s 
~l~ll~l~il. If xeG,, then there exists msi such that XEG,\G,-i. Thus 
Mx)l= l,u,l-‘Z l~il-l and so ~df(x))~M. 
This proves that f E Wp(Gi, I,Uil) and the claim follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. The sets of the form W,(K,, I&l), where (K,) is an 
increasing sequence of compact subsets of X and A,, E F, O< IA,] < IA,, 1 j, 
l4zl--% form a base at zero for pop. 
PROOF. As we have seen above, every W,(K,, l&l) is a &,-neighborhood 
of zero. Conversely, let V be a &-neighborhood of zero. There exists 
v, E Be(X, F), with II pII< 1 and A0 #0 in F such that 
Let p E F, IpI> 1. We choose an increasing sequence (K,) of compact subsets 
of X such that Iv(x)/ < I,ulwn if x@K,,. Let &,=13,&-’ and V,= W,(K,, I&j). 
We will finish the proof by showing that V,C Vi. So let f E Vz and XE X. If 
&x)+0, then (since I&x)1 < 1) there exists II such that IpI-” Ip(x)I < I,u/-“+‘. 
Thus x E K, and so pdf(x)) 5 [&,I . IpIn- ’ which implies that p(q~(x)f(x)) s I&l. 
This completes the proof. 
From the preceding Proposition we get easily the following 
COROLLARY 2.7. If Wis a &-neighborhood of zero, then for each neighbor- 
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hood U of zero in ~~~ there exists a neighborhood V of zero in rcP such that 
un vc w. 
THEOREM 2.8. An absolutely convex subset W of C,(X,E) is a &+reighbor- 
hood of zero iff the following condition is satisfied: For each neighborhood U 
of zero in r,,P there exists a neighborhood I/of zero in 7cp such that Ufl VC W. 
PROOF. The necessity follows from the preceding Corollary. Conversely, 
assume that the condition is satisfied and choose L EF with IA/ > 1. By the 
condition, there exist an increasing sequence (K,) of compact sets and a 
decreasing sequence (8,) of positive real numbers such that V, fln”Vc W 
where 
Set 
We will show that WI c W. In fact, let f E W,. Then f~ Vi and, for each n, 
f=g,+h, with g,EA”Vand h,~V,+i. Let n be such that f E Iz”V. Set fi = gl 
andfk=gk-gk-i if k>l. Clearlyf=fi+fi+.-.+f,+h,. We havefiElI/and 
fi=f-h,~V;+~2cC,+~,cC,. Thus f,EVlnAvcW. For k>l, fk=gk- 
-g,_,E,lkl/+~k-lVc~kVandfk=hk-l-hkEl/k+~~+lc~~. Thus&EV,,n 
nA%‘cW. Finally, h,=f-g,~A”V+il”V~1”V and h,EVn+l~V,, and so 
again h, E W. Since W is absolutely convex, we have f E W. Let now A, E F with 
OcII,Icmin {l,S,) and let &=A”-’ if n>l. We will finish the proof by 
showing that 
w2= W&K,, I4zlKw,. 
So, let f E W,. Clearly f E Vi. Let m be a positive integer and let 0 < E < 1. Since 
f(K,+,) is compact, there are x1,x2, . . ..x~EK.+~ such that 
fKn+,)c kcl G:&--fW)s~) 
and so Km+, cUT=~ Gk=G where 
Gk={x~X;pCf(X)-f(~k))~&). 
Clearly G is a clopen set. Moreover, if XE Gk, then 
NWkm= {wCf(xk))lsm~ @, I~l”~ = IAIm. 
Let g=xGf, h=f-g. Then h=O on Km+1 and so hEV,+,. Also, llgllp~ll;lIm 
and so gElmV. Thus f=h+geV,+, + r2’V. This proves that f E W, and the 
result follows. 
An immediate consequence of the preceding Theorem is the following 
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COROLLARY 2.9. a) &, coincides with 7c on r,-bounded sets. 
b) If E is a non-Archimedean normed space over F, then /?c is the finest 
locally F-convex topology on C&X,E) which agrees with tc on r,-bounded 
sets. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. 1) 7,2S;p&7,. 
2) If every a-compact subset of X is contained in a compact set, then 
Po=7c* The converse holds if we assume in addition that X is Hausdorff 
O-dimensional. 
3) If X is O-dimensional and Hausdorff, then Do= 7, iff X is compact. 
PROOF. 1) It follows easily from the definitions. 
2) Suppose that every a-compact set is contained in a compact set. If 
IV= W,(K,, l&l) and if the compact set K contains Ur=, K,,, then taking 
6=inf l&l, we have 6>0 and {feC&X,E): Ilf[IK,p~:S}CW. 
Thus the result follows from Proposition 2.6. 
Suppose now that X is Hausdorff O-dimensional and that PO = 7,. Let (K,,) 
be a sequence of compact subsets of X, p E r and 1 E F, IAl > 1. The set 
WI = W,(G IA I”) is a PO-neighborhood of zero and hence, by hypothesis, there 
exist a compact set K, q E r and 6> 0 such that 
We will show that K contains U,“=, K,. In fact, let x,$K. Since X is 
Hausdorff O-dimensional, there exists a clopen set I/ containing x0 and disjoint 
from K. Let scE with p(s)>lAl”. Clearly f=x+~ W2 and so IlfllK,,p~l~l”. 
From this follows that VflK, =0 and so in particular x0 $ K,. Therefore K 
contains every K,,. 
3) Clearly PO = 7* if X is compact. Conversely, suppose that PO = 7, and 
that X is Hausdorff O-dimensional. Let p or, p#O, and set 
W= 1.f~ Cd-K E) : II&~ 11. 
By hypothesis, there exists v, E Bo(X, F) and q E r and 6> 0 such that 
Let SEE with p(s)> 1 and choose L #O in F with q(h)5 1. Let K be compact 
in X such that Iv(x)1 s 1121-a if xgK. We claim that K=X. In fact, let x,$K 
and let A be a clopen neighborhood of x0 disjoint from K: The function 
g =xAs is in WI but ge W since x0 EA and p(s) > 1. This contradiction 
completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. PO and 7, have the same bounded sets. 
PROOF. Let A be a PO-bounded subset of C&Y,E). Then A is r,-bounded. 
Suppose by way of contradiction that A is not r,-bounded. Then there exists 
pErsuch that supfEA ll&==~. Let rZEFwith Inl=~>l. 
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By induction, we get a sequence cf,) in A and a sequence (x,) in X with 
pcfi (xi)) > Q’ and pdfk(xk)) > max [Qua, sup (pdf(xi)) : f E A, 16 i c k}] . Clearly 
xn#xm if n#m. Take K,=(xi,...,x,} and q= C,“=, 12-“xK,. It is easy to see 
that (PE&(X,F). But supYEA p,(j)= 00 because Ip(x,)j = 1 C,“=, A-“[ = 1111-” 
and so 
Pw?llfnw) =e-“*Pdf,(xn))ze”. 
This contradiction completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.12. A sequence cf,) in C,(X,E) iS &COnVergent t0 f iff it iS 
r,-bounded and f,-+f in rc. 
PROOF. Since every &,-convergent sequence is &bounded, the result follows 
from the preceding Proposition and from Corollary 2.9. 
We will denote by C,,(X,E) the space of those continuous E-valued 
functions f on X with the property that for each neighborhood W of zero in 
E there exists a compact subset K of X with f(X\K)C W. 
The space C,(X,E) is the set of those continuous functions vanishing 
outside some compact set. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Suppose that E is Hausdorff. Then: 
(a) If Cs(X,E) is &-dense in C,(X,E), then X is locally compact. 
(b) If X is O-dimensional, then the following are equivalent: 
(1) X is locally compact. 
(2) C,(X,E) is &-dense in C,(X,E). 
(3) C,(X,E) is &-dense in C,(X, E). 
PROOF. (a) Suppose that X is not locally compact and let z in X with no 
compact neighborhood. Then, for each f E C,(X,E) we have f(z) = 0. In fact, 
suppose that f(z) # 0. Since E is Hausdorff, there exists p E r with pdf(z)) > 0. 
Let K be compact in X such that pcf(x)) <p(f(z)) if x$ K. The set 
v= {x: PWX) -f(z)) <Pdf(Z))l 
is a clopen neighborhood of z. Moreover VCK since, for XE V, we have 
p(f(x)) =pcf(z)). Thus V is a compact neighborhood of z which is a contra- 
diction. Since now C,(X, E) is &-dense in C,(X, E), we must have f (z$ = 0 for 
each f E C,(X, E) which is not true. 
(b) (1=,2). Let feC,(X,E), per, E>O and ~E&(X,E) with Il~ll~l. Let 
K be a compact subset of X such that (p(x)1 <E if x$K. Since X is locally 
compact and O-dimensional, there exists a clopen compact set W containing K. 
Then g=XwfECoo(X,E). Moreover, pJf-g)~e~~/fII,. 
(2* 3) is trivial while (3 * 1) follows from (a). 
Recall that a locally F-convex space G is called bornological if every 
absolutely F-convex subset of G which absorbs bounded sets is a neighborhood 
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of zero. The space G is called barrelled if every closed, absorbing, absolutely 
F-convex subset of G is a neighborhood of zero. 
By an argument analogous to the one used in the classical case (see [lS], 
p. 380), we show that if G is metrizable, then it is bornological. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. If PO is bornological or barrelled, then z,=&. 
PROOF. If &, is bornological, then t,,s& since r,, and PO have the same 
bounded sets. If PO is barrelled, then, for each p of and E >0, the set 
is a &neighborhood since V is absolutely F-convex, absorbing and &,-closed 
(being closed with respect to the topology of pointwise convergence). 
PROPOSITION 2.15. If PO is metrizable, then E is metrizable and r, =&. If X 
is Hausdorff O-dimensional, then &, is metrizable iff X is compact and E is 
metrizable. 
PROOF. Suppose that &, is metrizable. It is easy to see that E is Hausdorff. 
Also z, = Do by the preceding Proposition since &, is bornological. Since DO is 
metrizable, there exist p,, ET and q,, E&(X,F) such that the countable family 
{W,:n=1,2,...} 
Wi, = -9-e Cd-X El : II eJllp, s I>, 
is a base at zero. Let x E X, p E rand d> 0. Since V= (fc C,(X, E) : pcf(x)) 5 d} 
is a &neighborhood of zero, there exists n with W,C I’. If 6>0 is such that 
6.1jqn/l~l, then {seE:p,(s)Sc5}C{seE:p(s)jd}. ThusthetopologyofEis 
generated by the countable family {pn} and so E is metrizable. 
Suppose next that X is Hausdorff O-dimensional. If &, is metrizable, then 
q, = /I0 and so X is compact by Proposition 2.10. Conversely, if X is compact 
and E is metrizable, then PO= z, is metrizable since it is clearly Hausdorff and 
it is generated by the countable family of seminorms q,(j) = \I&,, where pn, 
n= 1,2, . ..) generate the topology of E. 
PROPOSITION 2.16. If E has the approximation property, then j$ has also the 
approximation property. 
PROOF. Let the subset A of C,(X, E) be a &compactoid and let W be a pop- 
neighborhood of zero. Since A is r,-bounded (because it is &,-bounded), there 
exists d>O such that jl&~d for all feA. By Corollary 2.7, there exist a 
compact subset K of X and 0 < 6 < d such that 
W = {fe WXE): llfllp~d~ Ilfll~,,S) c W. 
Let Al = {fl,A . . . . f,} be a finite subset of C,(X,E) such that 
AcCo(Ad+ {.I-: IIfll~,~s~I. 
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For each x EX, let 
If y E O,, then for all f E C&41) we have pcf(y) -f(x))cS. Moreover if 
O,nO,,#0, then Ox=O,,. Let x1 ,..., x+ K be such that KC UC, Oxi and the 
Oxi are disjoint. Note that each 0, is clopen. Denote by hi. the F-characteristic 
function of Oxi. It is easy to see that B = U if(K):f~A) is a compactoid in 
E. Hence there exists a continuous linear operator S on E of finite rank such 
that p(S(y) - y) < 6 if y E B. Define T on C,(X, E) by 
Clearly Tcf) E C,(X, E) and T is linear and of finite rank. It is easy to see that 
T is &,-continuous. Also, for f E A, we have 
Thus 11 T(f)& 5 d and hence 11 T(f) -fl,s d. Moreover, if XE K, then there 
exist i with XE Oxi and XB: Oxj if j#i. Thus T(J)(x) = Scf(xi)). Choosing 
g E C&i,) with l/J- g(lK,Ps 6, we have 
PUVXX) -f(x)) =PWW -f(x)) 
5 max [PCWlXi)) -f(xi))9Pcf(xi) - g(xi))~P(k?(xi) - &9M&) -f(X))1 5 6. 
Thus 1) T(f) -fllK,ps& It follows that Tcf) -f E W and this completes the 
proof. 
3. THE DUAL SPACE OF(C/,(X,E)&J 
For a p E r, we denote by MP(X, E’) the set of all m EM(X, E’) for which 
m,(X)< 00. 
DEFINITION 3.1. An element m of MP(X, E’) is called tight if for every E > 0 
there exists a compact subset K of X such that m,(A) CE for all A E S(X) 
disjoint from K. We denote by MtP(X, E’) the set of all tight members of 
MP(X, E’) and by M,(X,E’) the set U,,, 4$(X, E’). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let m EM~JX, E’), f E C,(X, E) and A E S(X). Then f is 
m-integrable over A. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we may assume that m,(X) 5 1. Let c>O 
and choose ,u E F with IpI> II f lip. Take A E F, 0 < II) < E, and let K be a compact 
subset of X such that m,(A) se/lPl if A is disjoint from K. Since f(K) is 
compact, there are xi, . . . , X,EK such that the sets Wi= {s:P(s-f(Xi))s IA]}, 
i=l , . . . . n, are pairwise disjoint and cover f(K). Set I’i =f -‘(Wi). If y E Vi, 
then K={x:pdf(x)-fCy))~~A~}. Let A,, . . . . A, be those of the I$&4 which 
are not empty and pick yi~Ai. Then Ai={xEA:pCf(x)-f(yi))s [Al}. If 
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A k+,=A-Ufzl A,#0, pickyk+lEAk+t and let 
a,,={Al,...,&+~; Y~,.-,Y~+~E~?A. 
Let now 
ct={Bl,..., BN; z1 ,..., zN}zao. 
We may assume that Ak+ 1 = UEj+r Bi* If BiCA,, s~k, thenpCf(yS)--f(q))$ 
&(. Thus /w&m)-o,,Cf,m)ljmax {d,,d,), where 
since A,, , is disjoint from K. This proves that the net {~,Cf,m)}~~o~ is 
Cauchy and hence convergent. 
By the preceding Proposition, every m EM~JX, E’) defines a mapping T, on 
C,(X, E) by T,(f) = J fdm. Clearly T, is linear. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. If m EM~JX,E’), then T, is an element of the dual space 
of (cb(x, ‘% PO)* 
PROOF. Let E> 0. The set w= (fE Cb(X,E) : 1 T,(p)/ s&) is absolutely F- 
convex. Let d> 0 and choose L E F with IJ. 15 d, p # 0 in F with 1~1. m,(X) <E 
and K a compact subset of X such that m,(A) < E+ if A is disjoint from K. 
LetfE Cb(X,E) with l[fllpsd and llfK,,s 1~1. Using the compactness of K, we 
get a clopen set V containing K such that for every x E V there exists y E K with 
~cf(x) -fW)s (~1. It follows that llfll~,~s IPI. Now 
I ~fd4s~~l~mpP7~~ and I xlyfdmljlIl.m,(X-~~&. 
Thus f E W. Therefore 
{.fE Cb(X,E): llfllps& Ii.&& IPI} c F+‘. 
By Theorem 2.8, W is a PO-neighborhood of zero which proves that T,,, is 
PO-continuous. 
THEOREM 3.4. M,(X, E’) = (Cb(X, E), PO)’ Via the isomorphism m ,+ T,,, . 
PROOF. It is easy to see that the mapping rnH T,,, is linear and one-to-one. To 
prove that it is onto, let TE(C’~(X,E),~~)’ and let PET and ~EB~(X,F) be 
such that V= {f:~,Cf)s l} c {f: IT(f)1 s l}. Since PO is coarser than T,,, there 
exists (by [9]) m E M(X,E’) such that T(f) = S fdm for all f in C,,(X, E). Let 
IZEFwith IIzl>llqll. IfAES(X)andp(.s)sl, thenA-‘X,sEYandso 
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Thus Jm(A)sl 5 )A) which proves that m,(X) C 00. Let now E> 0 and ,u #0 in F 
with 1~1 <E. Let K be a compact subset of X such that l&x)] < 1~1 if x$K. If 
A E S(X) is disjoint from K, then for all B E S(X) contained A and all s E E with 
p(s) 5 1 we have p”- $Y+Y E V and so Jm(B)sl s 1~1 CE. This proves that m,(A) s E 
and so m is tight. Finally, T= T,,, since T and T, are both &continuous and 
agree on the set C,,(X, E) which is &,-dense by Lemma 2.1. 
DEFINITION 3.5. A subset H of M(X, E’) is called tight if there exists p or 
such that: 
(1) suP,EH mp(X)<= 
(2) For every a>0 there exists a compact subset K of X such that for all 
m EN and all A in S(X) disjoint from K we have m,(A) s E. 
THEOREM 3.6. A subset H of Mt(X, E’) is ,!$-equicontinuous iff it is tight. 
PROOF. Suppose that H is tight and set 
w={f~c’(X,E): IT,cf)( 6 1 for all nz~H}. 
By an argument analogous to the one used in the proof of Proposition 3.3, 
we show that W is a &-neighborhood of zero and so His &equicontinuous. 
Conversely, suppose that His lo-equicontinuous and let p E r and v, E Bo(X, F) 
be such that H is contained in the polar of the set 
If/= {fe Cb(xE):P,Cf)s 11. 
If A EF with IA) > l/p/l, then it is easy to see that sup,,* m,(X)s IAl. Also let 
E > 0 and choose ,u E F, with 0 < 1.~1 <E, and a compact subset K of X such that 
(p(x)l s I,u] if x9 K. Then for every m E H and every A E S(X) disjoint from K 
we have m,(A) je. Hence H is tight. 
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